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Abstract: Cities are complex systems, comprising of many interacting parts. How we simulate and
understand causality in urban systems is continually evolving. Over the last decade the agent-based
modeling (ABM) paradigm has provided a new lens for understanding the effects of interactions
of individuals and how through such interactions macro structures emerge, both in the social and
physical environment of cities. However, such a paradigm has been hindered due to computational
power and a lack of large fine scale datasets. Within the last few years we have witnessed a massive
increase in computational processing power and storage, combined with the onset of Big Data. Today
geographers find themselves in a data rich era. We now have access to a variety of data sources (e.g.,
social media, mobile phone data, etc.) that tells us how, and when, individuals are using urban spaces.
These data raise several questions: can we effectively use them to understand and model cities as
complex entities? How well have ABM approaches lent themselves to simulating the dynamics of
urban processes? What has been, or will be, the influence of Big Data on increasing our ability to
understand and simulate cities? What is the appropriate level of spatial analysis and time frame to
model urban phenomena? Within this paper we discuss these questions using several examples of
ABM applied to urban geography to begin a dialogue about the utility of ABM for urban modeling.
The arguments that the paper raises are applicable across the wider research environment where
researchers are considering using this approach.
Keywords: cities; agent-based modeling; big data; crime; retail; space; simulation
1. Introduction
By 2050 the United Nations (UN) predicts that around 66% of the world’s population will be
living in urban areas [1]. The greatest future expansion is expected to be in cities in developing
regions. These cities will face significant challenges in meeting the needs of its residents such as the
provision of adequate housing, energy, health care, education, transport and employment. Planners
have traditionally used aggregate models such as spatial interaction models (e.g., [2]) for formulating
policies and plans for the design and growth of cities. However, these have several drawbacks due
to their aggregate treatment of individuals and their lack of dynamics and behavioral realism [3,4].
This has led to an increased interest in using individual-based approaches from Geocomputation
such as cellular automata [5] and agent-based modeling [6] for improving our understanding of the
processes and dynamics within cities, and in particular simulating how cities may grow in the future.
Simulating the dynamics and processes of cities has been a focus of quantitative geographers for
over 50 years. The earliest attempts by researchers to simulate and understand the inner mechanisms
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of these systems came from the application of formal mathematical tools. These included Alonso’s [7]
bid rent model, Hagerstrand’s [8] diffusion model and gravity models of spatial interaction put
forward by Wilson [9] and Fotheringham and O’Kelly [10]. These models had one central common
intellectual caveat: in order to say something useful about spatial systems, analysis must take place
at the aggregate level. Of course, this meant that any interesting variation or noise that could be
indicative of meaningful processes within the city was “aggregated” out. In essence, parsimony won
out and cities were distilled down into homogeneous units whereby it was virtually impossible to say
anything meaningful about any of the inner workings or micro dynamics [4].
The beginnings of digital computation began to emerge in the 1950s and led to the creation of
“virtual laboratories” that enabled experiments to be performed on synthetic cities [6,11]. This led to a
new perspective on how social systems should be modeled, based largely on concepts drawn from
other disciplines such as physics and biology. These new ideas changed our understanding about
how urban systems were organized and how they should be modeled. However, a lack of data and
computing power meant that most of this work was focused at the aggregate level [3]. For reasons
of simplicity and parsimony, it was believed that homogeneity in populations was the best way to
account for behavior in space and time [12].
Increases in computer processing power and data storage, coupled with the new availability of
varied detailed data sources, opened up the study of cities to approaches such as cellular automata
(CA) and agent-based modeling (ABM). Initially within the geographical modeling community, many
urban problems—such as traffic [13] and urban growth [14]—were tackled from the CA perspective.
Under this paradigm, the world is represented as a series of cells that possess individual “states”.
These can change based on transition rules and the states of the surrounding cells [15]. However, it
was quickly realized that the fixed and homogeneous nature of the cells in a CA reduces the ability of
the method to model phenomena that require features like mobility and autonomy in the individuals.
Many researchers started to adapt CA models to make them more representative of real systems by, for
example, giving the entities the ability to move around the environment and embedding heterogeneous
(rather than homogeneous) transition functions to reflect individual behavior.
Batty [16] was one of the earliest to recognize the potential offered from looking at the
individual/agent perspective for simulating the evolution of cities. However, the first example
of an ABM in a geographical journal was that of Bura [17]. This model explored the evolution of
settlements and laid the foundations to more complex urban growth models [18]. However, these early
models suffered from a lack of detailed data and computational power to simulate more than a few
thousand agents operating complex rules.
Interest in how well ABM can simulate urban dynamics has been partly led by changes in how
geographers view cities. Cities are now seen as complex systems with researchers fully aware of
the need to be able to simulate different components, their interconnections, behavior, feedback and
emergence (e.g., [19,20]). While successes can be seen in modeling components of the system, for
example in pedestrian modeling (e.g., [21]), traffic (e.g., [22]), and residential dynamics (e.g., [23]),
a critical review of this area highlights weaknesses both in the nature of the application and more
fundamentally in the methodology itself.
This paper is primarily concerned with examining the ability of agent-based models (ABMs) to
handle space and individuals in cities. With respect to modeling the different components of cities,
where are we doing well and, perhaps more pertinently, what challenges remain? Replicating human
behavior is an oft lamented problem in simulating the dynamics and process at the micro-level in
cities—is it possible and pragmatic to model everyone’s behavior in a city (just because we can)? What
part does Big Data have to play? And finally, what other problems do we still have to tackle firstly as
geographers and then as modelers?
The focus of this paper is purely on urban simulation. Other closely related subjects, for example
land use models are comprehensively reviewed by [24,25]. From a techniques perspective, we are
strictly focusing on ABM. Interested readers are directed to [15,16] for a detailed review on applications
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of CA. Section 2 presents an overview of how our view of cities has changed with Section 3 setting
out how agents are potentially an excellent methodological match for simulating cities. Section 4 then
makes use of a multitude of examples to critique how ABM has been used in city simulation, focusing
in particular on difficulties in simulating behavior and calibration and validation issues. Section 5
introduces Big Data examining what it promises and its false hopes. Section 6 concludes the paper
with a discussion of all the main questions posed.
2. Cities as Complex Entities
It has long been recognized that cities are complex systems. For example, Jacobs [26] wrote
that cities are essentially “people systems” and hence should not be planned as mere networks of
brick and mortar. Simply stated, complex systems can be characterized by a small number of rules
or laws, applied at a local level and among many entities. They are capable of generating complex
global phenomena such as collective behaviors, extensive spatial patterns, hierarchies, etc., which
are manifested in such a way that the actions of the parts do not simply sum to the activity of the
whole [27]. By viewing cities as complex adaptive systems, much like natural systems, we gain unique
perspectives into their inner-workings. By observing phenomena through local-level interactions we
can move from the top-down studying of cities to that of a bottom-up approach which allows us to
witness the emergence of previously unexpected macroscopic phenomenon (e.g., land rents) from
individual level interactions (e.g., people competing for land). Recently, Batty [28] has argued that
the scientific study of cities is changing “from thinking of ‘cities as machines’ to ‘cities as organisms’”
which is evidenced by the explosion of ABMs inspired by complexity thinking ([6], also the focus of
this special issue).
For example, cities are hierarchic, composed of interrelated subsystems (parts within parts) in
which each subsystem is interdependent but can connect to a number of other subsystems. Such
subsystems are able to self-organize without higher level direction. In economics for example, national
and global markets evolve from locally interacting agents all pursuing their own goals. On a city level
one could consider town centers, or sub-centers as such as those shown in Figure 1A. If we look at
the connections between these elements we have a hierarchy as shown in Figure 1B. This argument
echoes those of near-decomposability [29]: here a system (i.e., the city) has subsystem components
interacting among themselves “in clusters or subgraphs, and interactions among subsystems being
relatively weaker or fewer but not negligible” ([30], p. 134). It is not just the town centers, etc. that are
connected but also urban processes. A simple selection of these are shown in Figure 1C.
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“hierarchal organization from the bottom-up is essential for evolving systems and that hierarchical 
structures are the way nature and society develop robust and resilient structures” ([31], p. 23). But 
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This systems approach to understanding cities is not new (see [31]). For example rist ll r’s [32]
Central Place Theory noted the hierarchal structures of villages, towns and cities. Simon [29] argues
that hierarchy is a fundamental property of how a complex system holds itself together: “hierarchal
organization from the bottom-up is essential for evolving systems and that hierarchical structures are
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the way nature and society develop robust and resilient structures” ([31], p. 23). But these subsystems
do not operate in isolation. In the short term they might appear to be independent from the rest of the
system, but in the long run they are dependent on the aggregate system behavior.
Regardless of the subsystem that we are exploring, from a geographical science/urban modeling
perspective there are three main aspects that we need to consider if we are to study cities from the
bottom-up. We need to identity: the appropriate spatial scale; the appropriate temporal scale; and the
behavioral process of the actors [24].
Determining the most appropriate spatial and temporal scales (we will address behavior in the
following section), is a problematic area. Individuals in a city react over very different time periods
and exert influence at very different spatial scales. Consider movement around a city for example:
the behavior of a pedestrian will vary on a second-by-second basis and exert a spatial influence of
only a few meters. A firm, on the other hand, might decide to relocate every 25 years and search for
new premises over an area covering tens of kilometers. How should these vastly different spatial and
temporal scales be rationalized in a single model?
Liu and Andersson [33] categorize land-use change processes into “slow”, “medium” and “fast”.
Slow processes are classed as those on a 3–5 years time scale, for example, as affecting the physical
structure of the city (industrial, residential and transport construction). Medium time processes are
classed as those relating to economic, demographic and technological changes, which affect the use
of physical structures and occur over months. Fast processes are classed as those that occur with a
regularity less than one year, such as the mobility of labor, goods and information. All three affect the
location of both residents and businesses, and all could be represented within the ABM using a series
of internal clocks.
The issue of appropriate spatial and temporal scales are also pertinent when tied into the notion of
dynamic complexity [34]. Here, “processes evoked are intricate and the phenomena that are produced
are complex across many scales” ([35], p. 139). It is our challenge to capture and simulate these
complex processes in order to better understand how cities grow and evolve.
3. Simulating Individual Behavior in the City
In the introduction it was noted that until relatively recently, for reasons of simplicity and
parsimony, aggregate homogenized populations were used in attempts to simulate and understand
geographical systems. While there has always been “resistance” to the notion that social scientists
should “search for some atomic element or unit of representation that characterizes the geography
of a place” ([12], p. 2), there has been a discernable shift from building simulations at the aggregate
level to focusing instead on the individual level. This is due, in part, to the advent of Big Data and new
computational methods (discussed below).
This change in simulation approach is developing in tandem with how we understand cities.
Cities are now being viewed as organisms that are a product of networks, comprised of individual
heterogeneous actors, interconnected at multiple levels [31]. When viewing a city in this way, the
emphasis is on modeling to capture new emergent properties arising when the individual components
of a complex system interact. In this context, we can see why the notion of an agent (representing
any component of a geographical system; humans, buildings, organizations) has become such an
attractive option.
ABM can be defined as the study of systems that possess “interacting autonomous entities, each
with dynamic behavior and heterogeneous characteristics” ([36], p. 39). With agents, we can represent
individual artifacts at multiple levels, give them the ability to learn, evolve, and make decisions
adaptively in both space and time (see [37] for a detailed introduction to ABM). This unique ability
of ABM to represent individual decision-making and interactions allows the researcher to examine
complex systems, such as cities, that are defined by heterogeneity, feedbacks through interactions, and
adaptations. Two of these characteristics of ABM are worth looking at more closely in context of cities;
their ability to represent (i) behavior and (ii) feedback from interactions.
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Humans, with their complex and adaptive behavior, are notoriously difficult to model [38].
Traditional methods to model human behavior were often based around rational choice theory [39],
where it is assumed that humans behave in ways to maximize their benefits or minimize their costs.
However, people rarely meet the requirements of rational choice models [40] in the sense that most, if
not all people have limited cognitive abilities and limited time to make decisions [29]. Through the
ability to model heterogeneity within ABMs we can capture the uniqueness that makes us human, in
the sense that all humans have diverse personality traits (e.g., motivation, emotion, risk avoidance) and
complex psychology [41]. We also know that human behavior is influenced by others (e.g., [42]) through
their social networks which can introduce positive and negative feedbacks into the system. These
properties again can be captured through the agent’s heterogeneity and active status. As O’Sullivan
comments of ABM:
“The appeal is undeniable: it appears obvious that individual-level decision-making is the
fundamental driver of social systems. . . ” ([43], p. 113)
In comparison to “traditional” statistical methods (e.g., utility maximization, spatial interaction
modeling), ABM has several advantages. In brief these are:
(i) Implicit representation of individual micro-dynamics—statistical models can only represent these
interactions if the population is homogeneous or has coordinated or coherent interactions;
(ii) Representation of potentially multiple spatial relationships;
(iii) The structure of most ABM platforms are generally flexible enough to incorporate equations,
statistical techniques, etc., whereas the converse often is not true.
Use of ABMs therefore gives rise to a more heterogeneous approach that one hopes will reflect the
richness and diversity of reality [12]. However, ABM is not without its criticisms. Whilst there has been
a great advancement in standardizing model descriptions (such as the Overview, Design concepts and
Details (ODD) protocol [44]), and carefully considered multi-level model evaluation (e.g., pattern-orientated
modeling [45]), there remains significant work to be done in the areas of calibration and validation as a
whole, embedding behavioral modeling and linking models and processes across scales. The extent to which
these are addressed in city simulation is discussed below with reference to case-studies.
4. ABM for City Simulation
From a methodological standpoint, the ideological framework of ABM can be readily applied
to a complex system such as a city. However, there are a number of critical issues that can be seen as
dangerously prohibitive to successful implementation; these are calibration and validation, linking
together processes at different scales, and simulation of behavior. Within this section, we pull examples
from the published literature to assess how well ABM handles these specific challenges.
Table 1 presents a summary of the studies that will be used within the discussion below. Within
the table we provide information about the application domain, the spatial scale(s) that they operate
within, what are the main agents under investigation, their temporal resolution, how is behavior
represented and whether or not they discuss explicitly verification, validation, and calibration. These
studies were chosen due to being representative of other studies in their area, but also focused on
real world locations. In this sense they use actual geographic information in the simulation. We do
this because the role of modeling ranges across the spectrum from abstract models which are used
for the development of theory to models whose purpose is for explanation and projection [46]. Thus
how one should evaluate models with respect to verification, validation and calibration will vary.
For example with abstract models such as [47], which explores urban creativity and development,
often the verification and validation strategy is theoretical comparisons to others works and the ability
to replicate existing patterns. Such styles of models are in contrast to models based on real world
locations which attempt to explain and project what might happen in the future. For such models the
validation ranges from qualitative to quantitative agreement with the emergent "macro-structures”
through various goodness of fit measures [48].
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Table 1. Summary of the studies used in the discussion.
Author Application Entity Behavior Spatial Scale TemporalScale
Verification
(Y/N)
Validation
(Y/N)
Calibration
(Y/N)
[49] Public Event Individuals Mathematical Neighborhood Seconds N N Y
[50] Riots Individuals Mathematical Neighborhood Seconds Y N N
[51] Indoor Movement Individuals Mathematical Indoor Scene Seconds Y Y N
[52] Disease propagation Individuals Mathematical City Minutes Y Y Y
[53] Disease propagation &urban traffic Individuals Mathematical City Seconds Y Y Y
[54] Crime Individuals Cognitive Framework Neighborhood Minutes Y Y Y
[55] Crime Individuals Mathematical City Hours Y N
[22] Traffic Individuals Mathematical City Center Seconds N N N
[56] Flooding Individuals Mathematical Town Minutes N Y/N N
[57] Retail Individuals Mathematical City Days N Y Y
[23] Residential Location Individuals Mathematical Neighborhood Years N N Y
[58] Informal Settlement Growth Households Mathematical Neighborhood Days Y Y N
[59] Regeneration Households Mathematical Neighborhood Years N Y Y
[60] Urban Shrinkage Households Mathematical City Years N Y Y
[61] Urban Growth Institutions & Developers Mathematical Region Years N N N
[18] City Systems City Mathematical Countries & Continents Years Y Y Y
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As can be seen in Table 1, one question that preoccupies researchers is “how to select the most
representative scale for an application in terms of agents (entities), spatial and temporal scales?”
Fortunately, the underlying rationale for using ABMs is the notion of complexity, which focuses on
a “bottom-up” approach to modeling cities and provides a ready solution with the emphasis on
representing the smallest individual unit of interest. The examples in Table 1 present a range of agent
representation from households to entire cities or institutions. The choice of agents depends on the
problem being investigated be it people [54], facilities (e.g., petrol stations [57]) or cities [18]).
With respect to modeling micro-scale processes, perhaps the most successful applications of ABMs
have been applied to pedestrian and traffic modeling (see [62] for a review). Here, the ability of ABM
to handle dynamic complexity can be readily exploited. Early pedestrian models used rules based
on the dynamics of physical systems (e.g., molecules of gas) [63], before moving to more advanced
swarm algorithms for routing (e.g., [49]). Today, even richer cognitive pedestrian models are being
developed (e.g., [50]). Such models operate over small areas such as indoor areas, city blocks or
small neighborhoods [49–51]. The temporal resolution is often in seconds (or part of) and the models
represent 10s to 1000s of agents. When researchers are modeling larger areas or large number of agents,
often the temporal resolution increases to minutes (e.g., [52,54]) or hours (e.g., [55]) or agent interactions
are simplified (e.g., [53]). Often this is done as a compromise between computational resources (i.e.,
clock cycles) and the phenomena being modeled. For example, [52] argue that representing time
in minutes is appropriate because, although symptoms of cholera takes several hours to show after
exposure, capturing and understanding the movement and activities of individuals within the refugee
camp is a vital aspect of predicting how the disease will spread.
Bridging the gap between micro and macro are a set of models that look at larger areas; ranging
in scale from neighborhoods within cities, to whole cities themselves. Perhaps the most disaggregate
ABMs within this category are that of traffic models such as [22,53] who model individual travel
patterns, while others explore residential locational decisions at the household level over years
(e.g., [23]). Often in such models, the temporal unit of analysis is months or years (i.e., it does
not make sense to model residential choice at a second by second basis because there will rarely be any
change in behavior from one iteration to another which adds unnecessarily to the computational cost).
There are very few ABMs that attempt to model entire cities or counties. For example [60]
model urban shrinkage in Leipzig, Germany, where individual households are simulated to model
intra-urban migration and residential vacancy rates over years. Other models such as [61] explore
urban growth along the West Yellow River Corridor of China. In this model the agents represent
developers, conservationists and regional-planners. Individual households are not represented for
the sake of modeling simplicity. A similar simplification is made in the SimPop family of models
(see [18,64]). These look at systems of cities, whereby the growth of interconnected cities is modeled
through treating each city as an agent.
Each of the applications have a central commonality: the phenomena under investigation drives
the temporal clock of the agents. While this is entirely appropriate for many applications with well
documented phenomena, what is not clear is whether ABM researchers are also analyzing their systems
to (i) uncover which processes are the most important to consider at which scales and (ii) link the
drivers of different processes at different spatial scales together.
One of the hallmarks of ABM is its ability to capture and model human behavior—ironically, this
is also one of the areas that ABM is heavily criticized within. In Table 1 we have classified how models
represent behavior in 2 ways; either as a mathematical approach or through the use of cognitive frameworks
(following the typology set out by Kennedy [38]). The mathematical approach centers on the custom
coding of behaviors within the simulation, such as using random number generators to select a predefined
possible choice (e.g., to buy or sell) [65]. But, as noted above, human behavior needs to be understood
in the context of individual preferences, memory, environment, etc. This has led to the development
of more nuanced methods. For example, threshold-based rules have been incorporated—i.e., when an
environmental parameter exceeds a predetermined threshold this triggers a specific agent behavior, for
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example, moving to a new location within a neighborhood [66]. These approaches have great utility when
the behavior is both well understood and documented (as seen in Table 1).
A second approach to modeling human behavior uses conceptual cognitive frameworks. Within
such models, instead of using thresholds, more abstract concepts such as beliefs, desires, and intentions
(BDI, [67]) or physical, emotional, cognitive, and social factors (PECS, [68]) are imbued in individual
agents. Both the BDI and PECS frameworks have been successively applied to modeling human
behavior in a number of applications such as what drives people to crime—for example see [69] for
an a-spatial model that uses the BDI framework and [54] for a geographically explicit model that
uses the PECS framework). These conceptual cognitive frameworks and mathematical approaches
for representing behavior can be considered as a rule based systems and are often applied to tens to
millions of agents.
A third approach is through the use of cognitive architectures, (e.g., Soar [70] and ACT-R [71]).
Cognitive architectures focus on abstract or theoretical cognition of one agent at a time with a stronger
emphasis on artificial intelligence compared to the previous two approaches. Such an approach is
rarely applied to more than one or two agents therefore their utility for large scale geographically
explicit models is currently limited. The authors are unaware of any applications of this architecture to
geographically explicit models.
This brief review raises important issues. If the main selling point of agents are their ability
to replicate realistic behavior, why is this not reflected in the application of these frameworks? For
example, frameworks such as PECS and BDI can be applied to a specific empirically grounded
situations that produce specific behaviors which in turn can be compared with empirical data. However,
there is still a strong tendency to build rule sets that by their nature can only ever support abstract
behavior. For applications where the behaviors are not well documented or understood (i.e., the
product of emergent behavior), it is entirely possible that we are overlooking the key elements that
drive social systems. Our understanding of the individual-level drivers behind complex geographical
systems is deepening, a corresponding effort is therefore needed to improve the behavioral realism in
our individual-based models, the entities that are driving these systems. This cannot be achieved by
simply adding in more rules and probabilities to our models, instead we need to build better tools to
identify these important behaviors and drivers that can feed directly into representation of behavior
in agents. In the era of Big Data, perhaps we should also be considering the notion that in the very
near future, we will be in possession of so much individual level behavioral data that these behavioral
frameworks will become obsolete! It is important to note here that this is not a notion that we subscribe
to, but it does have interesting parallels with the “end of theory” [72] arguments that were briefly put
forward as “big data” became popular.
Calibration and validation are the processes by which we first fine tune the dynamics of our
model, and secondly test its performance on an independent data set. Whilst much has been written of
the principles (e.g., [73,74]) and statistics/pattern identification [45] that we should abide by, much of
the process of calibrating and validating ABMs remains a dark art. Certainly this is an area within
ABM that has not developed as quickly (in terms of rigor and metrics) as the rest of the discipline and
for this reason is openly criticized by both proponents and critics [75–79]. A large part of the problem
arises due to the nature of ABM applications. As ABM can be applied to almost any scale and represent
any entity, a “one size fits all” approach will not work. Methods and metrics are required that can
readily identity patterns and processes at different spatial and temporal scales. Added into this, we
need an abundance of data to allow calibrate and validate potentially thousands of heterogeneous
agents operating distinctly individual rule sets.
It is clear through the review undertaken that, although evaluation is attempted to some extent in
most models, there are no published guidelines or standard approaches that researchers can draw on
to evaluate an ABM. As already noted, the type of evaluation is very much dependent on the nature
of the application; it is no surprise that there is no consensus about how one should verify, calibrate
or validate a model. For example, in the brief review in Table 1, calibration of individual parameters
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was either not mentioned at all (e.g., [22]), based on relevant literature (e.g., [52]) or data analysis
(e.g., [57]). Validation was discussed through engagement with stakeholders (e.g., [56]), structural
validation [55] or [54] used experiments to validation the output of the model. In some papers, no
explicit mention of validation is given but it is clear that model results were compared to real world
data (e.g., [23,60]), whilst others clearly do discuss the role of validation and verification but do not
explicitly mention them in context of the results (e.g., [58]). Others say validation will be a future
task (e.g., [61]). However, one area within ABM where progress has been made is within pedestrian
modeling which is basking in a proliferation of data due to motion capture techniques [21,51], but there
still remains room for improvement, especially in unknown conditions such as riots [50]. Another area
where validation is performed with more rigor is within land-use changed models. Here results are
validated by comparison at the smallest unit (normally pixel-by-pixel). However, this form of analysis
is restricted to raster formats of data and as evidenced above, validation of models using vector data is
less developed [80]. While much work has been carried out on validation with respect to the similarity
of model outputs to macro structures, little attention has been paid to those models that exhibit not
only quantitative agreement with empirical macro structures but also quantitative agreement with
empirical micro-structures (i.e., the agents being modeled [48]). As Robert Axtell is quoted as saying
in [81] “. . . there is a large research program to be done over the next 20 years, or even 100 years, for
building good high-fidelity models of human behavior and interactions.”
Through innovations in modeling methodologies, such as ABM, and rapid increases in the
availability of computer and storage facilities, it is now possible to model systems at an extremely
fine level of detail and capture complex phenomena in a way that is not possible with traditional
aggregate approaches. However, the availability of essential data required for theorizing, calibrating,
and validating such models lags behind their new capabilities. For example, research discussed
above [57] was able to capture system dynamics at an extremely high resolution, but lacked essential
data required to substantiate the behavioral assumptions embedded in the agents. With the advent
of Big Data, modelers potentially have access to a wealth of information that might go some way to
resolving the critical issues of model evaluation and accurate behavioral simulation [82].
5. Big Data
The term “Big Data” is misleading. It not only refers to data sets that are unusually large in
volume, but those that also exhibit other properties that distinguish them from “traditional” datasets.
These include velocity (data that are generated rapidly and might only be relevant for a short amount
of time), variety (data that are stored in various formats and hold diverse pieces information), veracity
(there are uncertainties around bias, noise and the level of representation) as well as any number
of new “V’s” (validity, value, volatility, etc.) that go beyond Laney’s [83] original three. For a more
complete breakdown of the key features, see [84]. Considering these features is important because
new methods are required in order to derive insight from the data.
In the general public and academic discourse, Big Data has become a prevalent topic as highlighted
in Figure 2. New digital information is emerging about aspects of people’s lives that previously went
undocumented. These data can be broadly broken down into the following categories [84]:
‚ Automated data are those that are collected covertly/discretely and often by a third party. These
include records of: individual movement (e.g., travel cards, automatic number plate recognition
systems, pedestrian flow counters); websites visited; consumer behavior (e.g., spending on
credit/debit cards, loyalty card schemes); environmental conditions (e.g., air quality, light/sound
levels); health (e.g., life tracking, activity monitoring); and a wealth of others.
‚ Volunteered data are those that are donated freely by individual users (this assumes, of course,
that contributors are aware that their contributions will be public). These include: messages posted
to social media services like Facebook, Twitter and foursquare; contributions to collaborative
sites such as blogs, wikis, discussions, and OpenStreetMap; and uploaded media (e.g., photos
and videos).
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Whether collected automatically or volunteered, these new data potentially contain a wealth of
information to inform spatial models of urban processes. This does, of course, depend on resolving
issues of bias, noise and generalization. Section 3 outlined two areas in which the need for the
improvement of ABMs is particularly strong: understanding behavior; and calibration and validation.
In both of these cases the issues often center around data availability and hence “big” sources have
the potential for innovation in urban modeling. The proliferation of Internet-enabled devices such
as smart phones has enabled individuals and third-party organizations to begin to capture digital
information about aspects of peoples’ lives that have historically gone undocumented [82]. This
“datafication” [86] might not only includes an individual’s precise location in time and space, but also
their thoughts, feelings, moods, and behaviors. Furthermore, this information is usually observed
rather than reported, which overcomes some limitations associated with traditional activity-based
surveys (for example see [87] for a discussion about recall and bias issues with time-activity diaries).
Recent examples of the use of Big Data to inform quantitative geographical research are broad.
They include: the development of new area/neighborhood profiles using social media data [88–90];
estimates of the mobile population at risk of crime [91]; the identification of “important” places in
peoples’ lives from mobile telephone data [92]; the detection and delineating of events [93,94]; analysis
of regular mobility patterns [95,96]; classification of areas based on their Twitter temporal profile [97];
and a wealth of others. However, examples applied in the context of urban modeling, let alone ABM
specifically, are much scarcer. That said, early attempts at using these new data to improve urban
models are proving fruitful. For example, research has been pioneered [98,99] that uses social media
data to calibrate models of human flows to museums and shopping centers respectively. The most
relevant example is [100], where crowd-sourced data are used to update a road network in response
to damage by an earthquake. An agent-based model is subsequently used to model the movements
of individuals through the city towards aid centers. There are clear avenues for further integration
of “big” data into studies such as this to meet some of the challenges posed earlier. For example,
geo-located tweets might provide information about real activities on which to build improvements
into the behavior of the agents, or on which to validate model results.
Interestingly, there are few other relevant examples, particularly regarding how “big” data can
be used to improve ABMs through a better understand behavior and calibration/validation. One
explanation for the relative scarcity of Big Data applications to urban models centers on the drawbacks.
Commentators rightly point to issues around bias (which groups of people are absent from the data?)
and reliability (how accurate are Global Positioning System (GPS) coordinates? Can you derive a
person’s intended meaning from short texts?). In addition, the “3Vs” will also play an important role.
Researchers are yet to come to terms with data that are high velocity, noisy, varied, as well as often
being extremely large. This renders the data much less amenable to traditional methods of analysis
and necessarily increases the difficulty in deriving useful insight. National censuses, for example, are
clearly structured, freely available, static, and can usually undergo analysis on a desktop computer.
These limitations of these new data, and some potential solutions, will be revisited in Section 6 below.
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6. Discussion
The study of cities has undergone considerable change over the past 50 years. As computers have
grown in power and our ability to store and process data has increased, we can begin to create models
that exist at the micro level and can be linked to processes at different spatial and temporal scales.
This shift has given rise to a deeper understanding of how cities evolve and how we can potentially
intervene in their development to make them smarter and more sustainable.
How well have ABM approaches lent themselves to simulating the dynamics of urban processes?
While the examples above show that disaggregation to the micro level has resulted in a greater
understanding and appreciation of how city processes and dynamics work at this level, it could be
argued that we are no better off than we were 30–40 years ago. With a lack of processes being linked
at different spatial scales (see [26]), we are often still working at one spatial level, albeit at a much
higher resolution. City dynamics can be fast or slow depending on the scale of analysis [101]. It is clear
therefore that to simulate the essence of cities we need to be able to capture and link these dynamics.
It is here where ABM can significantly contribute. As Batty remarks: “As the scale gets finer and the
agents and their cells become more like real objects, their operationally increases to the point at which
substantive policy applications are possible” ([101] p. 1393). However, as evidenced by discussion of
the case studies presented, there are several areas such as calibration and validation, behavior and
linking processes, where further work is needed.
By simulating at the individual level, we have given ourselves a new set of problems. Foremost,
if we model a city of heterogeneous individuals how should we calibrate and then validate such a
model? Aggregate level models, in this respect, could be said to be more robust in that they could
be more successfully calibrated and validated. However, this rather misses the point. Cities are not
homogeneous and aggregate entities. They are the product of hundreds and thousands of human
decisions. Therefore to be able to understand and intervene in their development we need to be able to
model with certainty at this individual level [19,31]. There is some irony in the fact that the continued
disaggregation of variables of cities to greater and greater detail to give sufficient heterogeneity to
allow for better representation has meant that it is near impossible (at present) to rigorously validate
and calibrate.
If cities are the product of an individual’s decision, then there is an argument for including more
fundamentally realistic behavior in our models. Almost all of the agents in the examples presented
above are powered through mathematically-based rule sets. While this is appropriate for some
examples such as petrol station agents [57], humans do not operate via a probabilistic set of rules.
Often, decisions are made on incomplete data and a decision can be immediately changed based on the
availability of new information. Rationality is a luxurious assumption in modeling human behavior.
The counter argument to this is simple; would the actions of potentially millions of heterogeneous
agents with their own behavioral framework simply cancel out as we “scale up”? And how could
we tease out one piece of significant behavior that can potentially shift the behavior from one state
to another when we potentially have millions of agents and enumerable individual interactions?
Of course, we do not always need to model an entire population (although it is possible [102]) but
for those occasions that we do, would looking towards other disciplines that handle large complex
systems with numerous interconnected components—such as physics and meteorology—be useful?
While there are many clear reasons to use ABM for simulating complex spatial systems,
O’Sullivan et al. [43] raise an interesting point: “Any gain in understanding of the system resulting
from the modeling process derives from our ability to analyze the model and experiment with it” ([43],
p. 113). While we have the raw materials to simulate urban systems at the individual level, we lack
sophisticated tools to both evaluate our models and analyze the results. Do we need to rethink how
we design our experiments? Could this be an area whereby development in tools for processing and
understanding Big Data could make a meaningful contribution?
“Big” data sources, particularly those centered around the use of social media, might allow urban
modelers to better understand the behaviors that should imbue their agents, and might simultaneously
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offer new avenues for multi-scale calibration. Pattern-orientated modeling [45] is an approach to model
calibration and validation that advocates the comparison of numerous patterns produced by models
and their counterparts in real (non-simulated) data. Commonly in ABM, this involves analyzing model
outcomes at multiple spatial and temporal scales. For aggregate analysis this is often unproblematic,
but for patterns at higher spatio-temporal resolution this can be difficult when appropriate data
are less forthcoming. For example, in a model of urban movements it might be advantageous to
compare the movements of individual simulated agents to those of individual real people. There
are a wealth of geo-located social media and administrative/corporate “big” data that—limitations
and ethical implications aside—could be used to build an accurate, individual-level dataset of urban
flows on which to calibrate models. Similarly by delving deeper into these data to explore any text or
multimedia attachments as well as spatial location, modelers might learn more about how people use
urban spaces and use this to inform the rules that drive their agents.
However, there are serious limitations to the use of these data. Firstly, the signal to noise ratio
is often very low. Unlike data derived through traditional surveys that are usually designed for a
specific purpose and cleaned/verified before release, “big” data are rarely created for the exact purpose
required by the researcher. It can therefore be extremely difficult to find valuable insight among a
mass of irrelevant (in terms of a specific research goal) pieces of information. Proponents would argue,
however, that it is advantageous to have a large set of noisy data rather than a small, precise set: “Big
data, with its emphasis on comprehensive data sets and messiness, helps us to get closer to reality than
did our dependence on small data and accuracy” ([86], p. 48). This philosophy has worked well for
many businesses (the continued success of Google is probably the most notable example) but the level
of rigor required in academic research might make noise a more difficult hurdle. However, it has been
long argued that the move towards understanding larger, noisier data sets is essential [103].
A second drawback is the extent to which the data are a reliable representation of the true
underlying population. Unlike traditional surveys, Big Data are not drawn from the population using
reliable sampling methods (i.e., random, stratified or systematic). The digital divide [104] is alive
and well, so participation inequality in digital services is extremely likely. Research continues to find
disparities in access and participation with digital services [105,106] along the “familiar fault lines of
social inequality: class, ethnicity, gender, age, and geographic location” ([107], p. 526). There will also
be clear geographic inequalities—“‘big data’ have their own geographies” [108]—which might make it
difficult to build models in regions that are poorly served by contemporary Internet services. There
might be a wealth of data available for models of capital cities in developed countries, but what about
smaller, less technologically advanced places? That said, the drawback of participation bias does not
rule out their potential usefulness. A reliable weighting scheme, for example, may go some way to
smoothing the inequalities in participation.
Thirdly, even if the data are not biased and useful information can be distilled from noise, it is
not always clear how accurate the results are. Inaccuracy might arise along both technical social lines.
Technical accuracy relates to aspects such as the locational accuracy of point coordinates. In spatial
research with social media, GPS accuracy is often overlooked but there is evidence that positional
errors can reach more than 2 km [109]. “Social” inaccuracies (for want of a better word) relate to the
reliability of the core meaning of an individual datum. For example, someone might create a message
that includes the word “happy”, but linguistic intricacies might mean that algorithmically discerning
whether that message actually reflected a happy mood is far from trivial.
Finally, there are clear ethical implications that might limit the use of “big” data in modeling.
The data are of particular concern because they usually represent individuals and might be predicated
on relatively weak consent. For example, users might have given consent for use of their data (e.g., the
use of their mobile phone, social media contributions, credit card purchases, etc.) when they sign a
contract, but it is not always clear that this is a properly informed consent. Users can theoretically agree
to some terms, but it is unlikely that most really understand what they are agreeing to. For example,
the Apple iTunes UK Terms and Conditions (updated 30th June 2015) contains over 18,000 words.
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It is unlikely that most users have read and understood those terms. This offers some fundamental
challenges to traditional ethical frameworks. Ethical justification usually consists of referring to
explicit consent, public availability, or by taking strict measures to ensure privacy (e.g., [110,111]). This
position is not without merit: most authors are largely in agreement that “public” data published on
the internet (including through social media) are suitable for research [112–115]. This is, of course,
predicated on properly informed consent. These data are already being used in business, and, as we
have argued here, could make an extremely valuable contribution to academic research. However,
even if academia can evidence the valuable contribution that the use of such personal data can make to
society and demonstrate that the data can be handled safely—e.g., stored securely, treated sensitively
and ethically, and used to produce outcomes that are ultimately for social good—some caution is
paramount. Revelations about the extent of personal surveillance by some governments (e.g., the
National Security Agency (NSA) leaks [116]) and media reports about the depth of knowledge of some
loyalty card customers (e.g., predicting pregnancy [117]) have the potential to foster a much more
cautious public attitude towards the use of personal data. Similarly, the European Union (EU) is in the
process of reviewing personal data protections partly in response to the wealth of personal data that
are becoming available. Rather than rushing to make the most efficient use these sources, perhaps the
role for academia is to foster greater democratic ownership, understanding, and surveillance of big
data, and for greater privacy protection of individuals. A more cautionary approach does not need to
be to the detriment of valuable research, (see [118] for advances in privacy-preserving data mining). In
fact, such an approach might help to increase public confidence in the use of their data and foster an
environment in which more data become available because individuals can be confident that it is not
being (or going to be) exploited.
To summarize, “big” data offer the opportunity to reveal insight into individual behavior, actions,
and the use of space. Assuming that the difficulties with noise, bias and accuracy can be overcome (or
at least understood) and the research is agreed to be ethically sound, then it offers great potential as a
means of improving agent-based models for urban simulation. Researchers have the methodological
tools and the computational infrastructure necessary to execute massive simulations, but currently
lack high-quality, hi-resolution data on which to predicate agent behavior and evaluate across various
scales (e.g., [45]). Overcoming these issues is fundamentally important if ABM is to play a role in
assisting both practitioners and policy makers in creating sustainable and smart cities in the future.
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